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basis and at present we are studying altemative methods of spill intensity control.
quantities. Feedback of extracted beam intensity is experimentally used on a spill—to-spill
operation. The integrated control environment allows for feedback of measured beam
control VAX cluster. This has led to an enhanced user interface and resulted in improved
extraction control system has been migrated from a stand-alone microcomputer to the LEAR
required a review of the noise advancement algorithm. In a parallel development, the
lifetime. With the cooling, beam shaping loses its significance and has been abandoned. This
Stochastic cooling is applied throughout the spill to counteract diffusion and improve beam
changes. The hardware has been modified to minimize the extraction noise bandwidth.
antiproton stacks. Increased beam diffusion associated with such stacks has imposed some
The LEAR stochastic extraction system has been improved to allow extraction of large
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spill shape converges to the required spill shape in about 4 OCR Output
interval i. The gain K is actually 0.5. Using this method the
relative to the upside frequency is: where q>“(i) is the average extracted flux over the spill
beam has not been modified. The noise advancement Aj(r),
implemented. The original method, which requires a shaped ¢f
(2)There are now two methods of noise advancement Alam : Ajidd 1+ K
5. SPH.L INTENSITY CONTROL
Figure 2. Extraction noise conuol system simple control algorithm. The new parameters are calculated
%l->EEE4& used to correct the noise advancement function using ad`-'é
function, normally a constant. The resulting error function is
lg
acquires a spill and compares it to the required intensity
to accelerate the adjustment process. The first methodd* www E %
,,;;,.,.,,1 hlEEE4QmrWr¤I\•¤ *
We are now trying different automation schemes in order
WmuarHADWARE the noise advancement function.
QFIWARE
conditions it may take more than 1 day of operation to adjust
“mm¤
mimiEEEQ However it is also a very slow method; in operational
been achieved. So far this is the most reliable method.
[AL ,..., Af;} is manually adjusted until a constant spill has
°’·*=¤... 2 |}é 5% ; ; advancement function is through manual adjustment. The setThe most simple method of determining the noise
and resulting spill.triggers.
Figure 3. Stack distribution, noise advancement functionhardware following both extemal and internal timing
into a real-time process that sends the commands to the
sequentially. The IEEE488 command sequence is then fed ourI ——>
0E+OlEEE488 commands that control the generator hardware
spillfé 5E+5 Eupside frequency. These tables are converted into a list of
generators using stack parameters such as bandwidth and JJ 1E+6
is used to calculate the frequency tables for the various
Figure 2 shows the layout The user interface application
IEEE488 port. Afvalues
stack distribution (f)system. It is controlled from a clustered VAX with a
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
control system is now incorporated into the LEAR control
and to allow interaction with other processes, the noise : 2
based on a dedicated HPIB controller. For remote operation E 4
The control system of the extraction noise was previously bandwidthl 25kHz W ° T noise advancement
shaping4. CoNrRo1. Mo1>mcAT1oNs
stack distribution and spill.hardware and the synthesized signals.
shows a typical example of this function, relating it to thecarriers [6]. Figure 1 shows the layout of the modified
diffusion and applied stochastic cooling power. Figure 3shifted to the correct frequency by mixing with adjustable
Gaussian but also depends on parameters such as stackthe noise signal are programmable and each of them is
The Af function has some similarity to an invertedbe adjustable. The bandwidths of the separate components of
the noise advancement at predefined points in the spill.The start and stop frequency of this noise specu·um must
simply interpolated from a set {AL ,..., AL} which representsand is named likewise.
advancement Aj(t), with respect to the upside frequency, isdiffusion. The spectrum of this signal resembles a chimney
and in particular the natural Gaussian distribution. The noisesignal is added around the resonance in order to increase
The new parametric method suits any stack distributionspill ripple, a narrow band, (relatively) high power noise
stack diffusion and is detemtined experimentally.results in a modulation of the extraction flux. To reduce this
decrease of spill intensity. The L, parameter depends on theeffectively moves the resonance to and from the stack. This
duration and jj, determines the proportional increase orRipple in the quadrupole current varies the tune and
BWI, is the stack bandwidth after shaping, Tm is spillbetween the sweeping noise and the resonance.
another fixed noise spectrum that effectively bridges the hole
the bandwidth of the tiltered noise is increased by adding <1>Am) = —Bw,,
thc commercially available quartz tilters is too small and so
z TW + fs,T,P
OCR Outputspectrum through a quartz bandpass tiltcr. The bandwidth of
Conf. CERN 1980, pp. 335-340.
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the nmning in of the new system.
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control system encourages user interaction and allows
MeV/c with extraction durations of 1-2 hours. The new
routinely extract stacks of up to 10*0 antiprotons at 200
since 1992. The system satisfies the requirements. We now
The new extraction noise system has been operational
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impossible.
flux can be modified during the spill, which was previously
method does in fact allow good spill control. The extracted
which destabilize the regulator for a short while. This
The spikes in the spill are caused by acquisition errors





An example of a spill with feedback is given in figure 4.
F1
Afr;)=Af(r,__.)-P-e_·-1-aZp <5>
upside frequency is then:
The noise advancement function, still with respect to the
”__
(4)e‘=e’ -|eI*
response and stability. The scaled error E _ ’ is: CERN/PS/AR/Note 92-05 OCR Output
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